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Unless you live on the shoreline of your favorite local spot, chances are you’ve been skunked before. Whether 
a promising forecast or seemingly solid live readings lured and ultimately disappointed you—it doesn’t mat-
ter; no one likes being jerked around when it comes to a session. Fortunately, two entrepreneurial windsport 
enthusiasts created an app that could very well make getting skunked a thing of the past. Meet Weendy, a 
mobile social app that delivers the most reliable data imaginable: real-time photos, videos and reports from 
knowledgeable core locals at beaches all around the world. To learn more, I sat down with Weendy’s visionary 
founders, Katerina Stroponiati and Yiannis Varelas, at the MaiTai Utah snowkiting event, a high-profile, 
invite-only kite camp for innovators, entrepreneurs and athletes, March 2013. 

How does weendy differ from tra-
ditional modes of obtaining wind 
and wave data?
Weendy is based on crowdsourcing. People 
make reports—not machines using math 
models. Actual kiters, like you and me, 
share the conditions with the rest of the 
community. Essentially, we combine the 
power of human forecasting and report-
ing with traditional forecasts so we can 
provide our community with meaningful 
weather updates. 

you’ve received some serious 
funding and tecH press recently. 
wHat can you tell us about tHat?
Weendy is not just another firework app. 
We are here to stay. We moved to Silicon 
Valley [CA] because we have the vision 
to change the way people search for 
conditions. And this was well-received 
from the investors we talked to. They are 
totally hooked on what we do, and we are 
fortunate to have them working with us 
towards this. Funding is always great to 
have in order to keep you going and grow 
the product, but the most important thing 
is the team, which we’re quite happy with. 
Regarding press, TechCrunch.com,  
VentureBeat.com and The Wall Street 
Journal were excited with Weendy, so  
they published some really to-the-point 
articles about us. 

wHere did tHe idea for weendy 
come from?
While in Greece, which is an awesome place 
for watersports (but has a lot of volatile 

microclimates), we wasted tons of hours 
driving to the wrong spots, mainly because 
of failing forecasts. We found that usually 
a local kiter, lifeguard or even a fisherman 
could have saved us the trouble. However, 
we couldn’t connect with these people who 
were witnessing the conditions first-hand. 
So Weendy was our way of connecting all 
these guys with the rest of the community 
in order for everyone to share and get  
real-time updates.

tHere’s a level of social network-
ing built into weendy. How does 
tHat work exactly, and wHy migHt 
someone find it useful?
No one wants to kite, surf or sail alone; it’s 
neither fun nor safe. Weendy is a great way 
to meet new people in your area (or abroad) 
that have the same passion, but also to 
discover places around the globe that are 
ideal for our sports. For example, in Mexico, 
we discovered amazing beaches with top 
athletes posting updates from their local 
spots. We also have athletes joining daily 
in order to promote themselves and share 
their sessions.

How was maitai utaH?
Man, we had a wonderful time. It’s amazing 
to see all these great entrepreneurs, inves-
tors and athletes sharing their passion 
for kiting. Every day, there was non-stop 
snowkiting until late evening, then discus-
sions about business. We are stoked to be 
part of this amazing mix, and would like 
to thank Bill Tai and Susi Mai for making it 
happen. Also, we ran a competition for the 

MaiTai participants, giving away a brand 
new board from Tona to the person who 
accrued the most points in our app.

How did tHe two of you go about 
building tHe app?
Fortunately, we are both engineers and 
designers, so we do all the development 
and the design of the app ourselves. This 
way we collect the feedback from the 
community and immediately built the app 
the way it should be. Katerina does all the 
UI/UX design and web, and I [Yiannis] do 
the development of the mobile apps and 
backend. But as we grow, we are constantly 
looking for people to join our team. 

wHere can people get tHe app?
Weendy is totally free and available in 
Apple’s App Store (for iPhones, iPads, 
etcetera) and in Google Play (for Android 
devices). Oh, and we’re giving away quick-
dry rash guards to users for recruiting their 
friends. For more details, check out our 
blog on weendy.com.

wHat does tHe future Have in store 
for weendy?
Per popular demand from our community, 
Weendy will expand into more sports in the 
next couple of months; skiers, snowboard-
ers, paragliders, etcetera are constantly 
sending us e-mail, so we can’t ignore them. 
The upcoming version of the app will 
include some amazing stuff, such as human 
forecasting and the ability to request up-
dates from locations you are interested in.
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How Has weendy been received 
around tHe world?
We get reports daily around the globe in more than 15  
countries. Our main markets are Mexico, Greece, Italy, Ireland, 
UK and now, of course, North America is our main target.  
We are focused on growing the community here in the  
States and Canada.

trade secrets / WeendY: The hoTTeST neW WeaTher app

weendy’s yiannis varelas and katerina  
stroponiati at the maitai utah snowkiting event.


